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I NTRODUCT ION 

During the last century and a half, large-scale in- 

troduction of exotic tree species has been effected in the 

British Isles in an attempt to increase the population of 

coniferous trees and to reduce somewhat the reliance of 

that country on imported softwood lumber. By virtue of the 

similarity of climatic and other factors of their native 

habitats to those obtaining in Britain, North American 

species have figured largely in that immigration process. 

Conifers from the i"orth American Continent have long 

been popular in Britain as arboretum specimens and as orna- 

mentais in parks and gardens. Their remarkable success 

swith respect to growth and form has been maintained in 

their comparatively new role as forest trees. Douglas- 

firs, true Firs, Spruces, Hemlocks and Pines, having for 

many years graced the drive to some stately mansion, have 

now taken their place in the nation's timber-production 

effort. 

Apart from tite valuatle timber and major forest pro- 

ducts harvested from these trees, the secondary benefits 

resulting from their planting are considerable. Part I of 

this paper will be devoted mainly to treatment of the 

latter, while growth and timber yields will be dealt with 

in Part II. 

s 
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GENERAL CONIDLRATIONS REGARDING THE INTRODUCTION OF EXOTICS. 

Anyone considering the introduction of exotic plant 

species for the first time must constantly ear in mind the 

necessity of similar climatic conditions in the new site to 

those obtaining in tue plantts native home. Not only must 

the averages and ranges of temperature and rainfall be corn- 

parable in the two areas but their distribution throughout 

the year is also important. In the case of the Pacific 

Northwest and the british Isles, both climates are classi- 

fled as Marine ?Jest Coast Type and the temperature and rain- 

fall records for representative points show a close corre- 

lation. ost differences which occur are modifications 

caused by local topographic features and even in such cases 

parallels can usually be drawn between the two areas. 

Length of day and night in Northwest America and Lritain 

are also very comparable, an essential point if photoperi- 

odic difficulties are to be avoided with the introduced 

trees. 7here sites are carefully chosen this is illustrated 

by the coincidence of wood ripening with the end of the 

growing season and the onset of hard weather. Species in- 

troduced from areas where the length of day and night are 

very different from that offered in the new site frequently 

fail, due to severe frost damage of the current yearts un- 

ripe wood. 
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Due to the fortunate correlation of climatic factors 

in the two re{,ions the introduction of North American coni- 

fers as exotics into the british forest scene has been an 

outstanding success. o much is this so that in a number 

of cases rowth figures for tne introduced species can be 

quoted which exceed anything attained in the native home. 

REASONS FOR TilE USE OF EXOTICS. 

Two main factors have contributed to the decision to 

experiment with foreign tree species. The first is incor- 

parate in the national Forest Policy, one of the aims of 

which is the building up of a reserve of timber for use in 

a national emergency. Two World Wars, with their attendant 

. demands upon shipping and increased hazards to the Merchant 

Fleet, have shown the folly of relyinE wholly upon imports 

of lumber requirements. This national timber reserve for 

use in an emergency is considered as far as the nation can 

go toward becoming self-supporting in lumber supplies. The 

obstaòle to any moreambitious programme of timber raising 

is the strong rivalry of other industries for the use of the 

land. An emergency demand for timber such as was envisaged 

in the fraring of the'national i?orest Policy is likely to be 

almost exclusively for softwood products, 1oth because of 

their more essential nature and also because of the many 

native broadleaved species which are still found to a small 

. 
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extent in productive forests throuhout the country. Hence 

the introduction of exotics lias concentrated almost entirely 

on coniferous types, the main sources of which have been 

Europe and North America. 

The second main reason is, that of the three conifer- 

aus species indienous to the British Isles, nanely, English 

Yew (Taxus baccata), Common Juniper (Juniperus communis) and 

Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris), only the last-named is a tim- 

ber producer. The other two are, to all extents and pur- 

poses, shrubs whose wood is strictly of specialty use. Fur- 

thermore, while ¿cots Pine is fairly catholic in its site 

requirements, its natural range is limited to the Northeast 

of Scotland and most of the sites available for afforesta- 

tion are outside this rane and have site charácters wholly 

unsuitable for this species. On many other sites the condi- 

tions are such that Scots Pine will survive where some other 

species will thrive. Scarcity of land dictates that each 

acre be managed for the very maximum production, and mere 

survival of the trees is unacceptable in an economic situa- 

tion where land is subjected to management as intensive as 

anywhere in the world. 

SECONDARY BENEFITS : PROTECTIVE. 

:hile the main reason for the introduction of exotic 

conifers has been the production of much-needed softwood 

slumber, introductions have also been made in order to obtain 



some of the secondary benefits res1tin from the estab- 

lishment of forests on areas formerly bare of tree .rowth. 

For instance, a oumber of ountain watersheds have been 

clothed with a tree cover of Dou'las-fir, exotic Larches 

and Sitka bpruce. Sorne o these areas are managed for the 

greatest benefit to the water supply, others are managed 

primarily Cor timber although improvement of the amount, 

purity and flow of the water are p:iven due consideration. 

Few oC these areas would have repaid afforestation with 

native tree species. 

Another instance of the planting: of exotic species 

for their secondary tenefits is the afforestation of ex- 

. 
posed sites of high elevation where tue soil is thin and 

many rocky outcrops occur. On such sites Pinus contorta 

(shore variety) has been planted either as a nurse to some 

more valuable timber species or as a pioneer tree which will 

gradually build up a forest soil and 

later clantins of timber trees. In 

produced by the Lodgepole Pine thinn 

able, if secondary, value. Planting 

nativo 7cots Pine in SUCh situations 

failure. 

SITE ILIPRO1JEi!EIT. 

provide shelter for 

the meantime the poles 

ings are of consider- 

of the less hardy 

would be a certain 

Under this heading could be cited a number of in- 

s. stances where North American conifers have been introduced 

for reasons other than that of timber production. In some 
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older Oak stands crown density becomes reduced to such an 

extent that the forest floor deteriorates, invading brush 

and brambles offering severe root corn:etition for soil mois- 

ture and nutrients. In addition to te deterioration of the 

site, the trees themselves produce abundant epicormic rowtIi, 

considerably reducin the timber quality, wich, in Oak, is 

a serious matter since much is used for decorative work. In 

such areas a good reiecIr is tue underplanting of tìe Oak with 

some shade-bearing species. Native Beech has been used for 

this purpose with SONO success but the Beech is rarely mar- 

ketable when the Oak has reached rotation age, and if it is 

intended to maintain the area in Oak, it is undesirable to 

leave 

the Beech growing on, since it will smother any Oak 

regeneration and will eventually reproduce itself. One so- 

lution to this problem is to underplant the Oak with some 

.. 
shade-hearing species which can be grown on a short rota- 

tion and will be harvestable before or at the same time as 

the Oak. !Iestern ilemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and Western 

Red Cedar (muja plicata) both appear to be admirable 

species for this function. The former has been tried in 

this capacity only in recent years but is showing great 

promise especially since it provides a valuable intermediate 

crop of poles. If planted 6G to O years before the Oak is 

due for felling, the Hemlock will virtually eliminate the 

undesirable brush species, will keep the Oak boles clean 

s 
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and will itself be marketable at the rotation age of the 

Oak. Root competition between the two species occurs at 

different levels in- the soil and the main danger is that 

the Hemlock will too early overtop the Oak whose growth 

rate and crown may suffer. The mixture of litter from the 

two species appears to benefit both. 

Another site-improvement project where North American 

coniferous species may play ari important part is the prob- 

lem of t:ie deterioration of Beech forests on the calcareous 

Chiltern Hills of Southern England. he reason for this 

deterioration is not yet fully understood but is thought to 

be connected with the constant cropping of Beech over the 

centuries with little or no replacement of plant foods. A 

. research project on this problem has just been started and 

it is likely that the solution will be found in the admix- 

ture of other species, possibly coniferous, in order to 

provide a more beneficial litter composition. Scots Pine, 

the only native timber-producing conifer, is a calcifue 

and thus unsuitable for the purpose. Many of the conifers 

from lorth America, however, are lime-loving or at least 

lime-tolerant and may well provide the solution. 

USE AS NURSES. 

Exotic conifers are frequently used for their bene- 

ficial properties as nurses to valuable hardwood species on 
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sites which are marina1 on account of their exposure to 

winds, frost and other climatic hazards. For examDle, 

Sitka Spruce is often used to nurse young Oak plants which 

could not otherwise survive the first years of exposure. 

Manr instances of the use 02 these trees as nurses could be 

quoted, in every case the propertr wich determines their 

use being their hardiness and the aluah1e intermediate 

yields obtained in the form of fencing stakes, poles, mine 

timber and other essential items. 

. 
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